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WELCOME
We hope you enjoy your visit to Desire. We are delighted
to have such a wealth of talented exhibitors at the show
working in so many diﬀerent media, and all having a
genuine passion for the work that they create.
If you have not yet visited other Craft In Focus events,
please complete the questionnaire to receive details
and obtain free admission to selected events*.
In addition to jewellery and silversmithing, our other
events feature fine art, furniture, interior accessories,
textiles, fashion, ceramics, sculpture and more...
*Oﬀer does not apply to
those already on
our mailing list.

Contact the organisers:

Tel: 01622 747 325
E: info@craftinfocus.com
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Martyn Pugh

www.martynpugh.co.uk

Meet the aﬀably loquacious,
talented Martyn Pugh. Peruse
his striking silverware and
jewellery utilising the finest
stones and precious metals.
Give the designer a challenge
and set him to work.
01527 502 513

2

Naturata Design

www.naturata-design.co.uk

A collection of bespoke 925
ecosilver pieces inspired
by patterns, textures, forms
and morphology in nature,
focusing on the details and
textures, introducing fair trade
gemstones in contemporary
settings.
07595 835 716

3

Emma Keating Jewellery
www.emmakeatingjewellery.co.uk

A celebration of our beautiful
flora and fauna. Emma tries to
capture their true spirit through
the medium of silver. Her
collection includes endangered
moths, charismatic lizards and
even an earwig!
07770 612 903

4
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Teresa Samson

www.teresasamson.co.uk

Elegant, stylish, silver
jewellery with gold details.
Pleasing organic shapes that
withstand the passage of time.
Contemporary classics.
01227 277 985
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Elizabeth Everett Jewellery
Design
www.elizabeth-everett.com

Elizabeth creates her jewellery
designs from her workshop
in Kent using gemstones and
precious metals. Her collections
are often inspired by ancient
tales and her love of the sea.
07881 590 775

6

Kate Lewis

www.katelewisjewellery.co.uk

Contemporary jewellery inspired
by the British coast.
07813 990 321

7

Xuella Arnold Jewellery
www.xuella.co.uk

Silver, bronze and gold
contemporary jewellery using
magical imagery. Unique and
unusual rings using beautiful
stones inspired by poetry and
song lyrics.
01822 841 299

8
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Julia Lloyd George
www.julialloydgeorge.com

Colour, texture and exquisite
craftsmanship are the
hallmarks of Julia’s work.
From her London studio, Julia
produces an inspiring variety
of contemporary timeless
jewellery. She is a specialist in
commission work.
020 7373 5093
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9

Emily Nixon

www.emilynixon.com

Distinctive jewellery inspired
by textures of the coastline
surrounding the designer
in West Cornwall. Pieces are
handcrafted in gold and silver
with sparkling gemstones,
evoking a sculptural sea-worn
character.
01736 887 599

10

Sue Lane Jewellery
www.suelanejewellery.co.uk

Contemporary gold, silver,
platinum and palladium
jewellery.
01885 488 836

11

Sarah Herriot Design
www.sarahherriot.com

Sarah creates intelligent
designs that bring aesthetic
pleasure, as jewellery, but also
as objects in their own right.
She is inspired by the urban
environment, adding her own
organic interpretation.
079 6628 2955

12
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Josef Koppmann

www.josefkoppmann.com

Strong, sensual shapes of
textured, precious metals
contrast eﬀortlessly with
captivating gemstones where
each element adds to the
graceful, dynamic movement of
every piece.
07957 730 504
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13

Helen Brice Designs
www.helenbrice.co.uk

Helen’s jewellery designs are
beautifully intricate, set with
colourful gemstones in gold,
silver, platinum or palladium.
Combining unusual shapes and
multiple settings her signature
‘showstopper!’ rings are truly
unique.
07880 717 352

14

Quo Vadis Jeweller

www.quovadisjewellery.co.uk

We design and make our own
work in our workshop using
gemstones of interest and rarity,
setting them into all precious
metals. Commission and
remodel work welcomed.
07894 326 828

15

Mark Nuell

www.marknuell.com

Goldsmith and gemcutter
sourcing the finest cut and
uncut gemstones creating
unique handmade pieces.
07956 988 965

16
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Polly Gasston Goldsmith
www.pollygasstongoldsmith.co.uk

Polly works only in 22 ct gold
and semi-precious stones.
Deeply influenced by the
ancient craftsmen who worked
in the same metal, Polly’s
work is organic, original and
ultimately wearable.
01843 448 291
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Yiannis Assiouras Jewellery
www.yiannisassiouras.com

Micro-sculpture, painting,
engraving, a mixture of precious
metals and royal porcelain
are used to portray on Yiannis
Assiouras jewellery pictures of
nature and the past. Each piece
is simply unique.
07759 103 275

18

Danny Ries

www.dannyries.com

Danny creates jewellery in
precious metal inspired by
linear motifs and forms; her
unique pieces are sculptural,
simple and unfussy.
07802 463 024

19

Agneta Bugyte

www.agnetabugyte.com

Jewellery which opens a door
into another wold full of silence
and fragmented hoarse sounds.
Unrefined but at the same time
delicate pieces made of sterling
silver and 18 carat gold.
07856 534 212

20
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Jonathan Lerer

www.jonathanlerer.com

Working largely with silver and
semi-precious stones, Jonathan
creates unique, one of a kind,
eye-catching pieces of art wear.
Avant garde jewellery designed
with the confident individual in
mind.
07939 041 450

www.desirefair.com
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21

Nb Ng Jewellery
www.nbbyng.com

Fold-formed jewellery in
aluminium, copper and silver.
Raised and sculptural pieces in
metal.
07966 862 929

22

Liz Tyler Designs
www.liztyler.com

Designer jeweller and
silversmith Liz Tyler delights in
creating designs always with
a sense of movement in the
flow of the design whatever the
scale. Individual commissions
welcome.
01258 820 222

23

Serena Fox

www.foxsilver.net

Fine 18 ct and silver gemset
jewellery and a little smallwork
inspired by marine and natural
forms.
020 8683 3331

24
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Joanne Gowan Designer
Jeweller
www.gowanjewellers.co.uk

Unique and bespoke fine
precious jewellery. Timeless
classic items as well as
contemporary ‘picture pieces’
with landscape and nature
themes. Handmade including
repousse and forging techniques.
Unusual and rare gemstones.
01279 600 004
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25

Ana Verdun London
www.anaverdun.com

Ana is known for crafting her fine
jewellery in mixed metals and
carefully selected gemstones.
Driven by a strong sense of
balance, visual impression and
a study of forms, her designs are
unusual and eminently wearable.
020 8995 4722

26

Annakin Silver

www.annakinsilver.co.uk

Annakin Silver’s limited
collections are from hallmarked
solid silver and 9ct gold.
Contemporary and built for a
lifetime of wearing. Beautiful
tactile pieces assuring a truly
individual gift for all occasions.
07729 797 720

27

Brian Eburah

www.brianeburah-niobium.com

A selection of jewellery items
incorporating iridescent colours
achieved by anodising niobium
and titanium, sitting alongside
silver, golds, precious and semiprecious stones.
01559 372 180

28
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Tine Bladbjerg

www.tinebladbjerg.com

Silver and 18ct gold jewellery
often enhanced by gemstones.
07957 667 771
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Jessica Noble Design
www.jessicanoble.co.uk

Vibrant designer-made jewellery,
fusing playful style with fine
craftsmanship and innovative
design. Jessica brings a fresh
dynamic with signature colours
and dramatic forms to present
colourful feel-good designs.
07554 787 973

30

Lavan Designer Jewellery
www.lavanjewellery.co.uk

Handmade gold and sterling
silver jewellery designed with
stunning opals and fresh water
pearls.
01280 815 499

31

Alison Bradley

www.alisonbradleyjewellery.com

Alison makes fine gemset
jewellery in gold and platinum.
You can choose from her
collection or commission
bespoke pieces.
07973 658 223

32

Peter & Sandra Noble
Jewellers
www.noblejewellers.co.uk

Specialising in unique, innovative
design we utilise traditional skills
in craftsmanship, handmaking
fine jewellery. Working with
vitreous enamel, 18ct gold,
exceptional gemstones,
diamonds and pearls.
01326 290 050

www.desirefair.com
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Jonathan Deer

www.jonathandeer.co.uk

Quirky, stylish and bold silver
jewellery that looks to modern
influences in design.
07718 597 855

34

Simone Micallef, Designer
Jeweller
www.simonemicallef.com

Simone designs her jewellery
range around a stunning
collection of one-oﬀ statement
piece necklaces, with silver
shapes carved to mirror the
beauty of her stones.
07946 600 467

35

Art Gemelli

www.artgemelli.com

A family run silversmithing
workshop making unique
jewellery made from sterling
silver and semi-precious stones,
predominantly malachite, amber
and lapis. Based in Nottingham,
we travel around the world to
source the most unusual natural
stones for our collections.
07849 889 649

36

Yen Jewellery

www.yenjewellery.com

Molecular fine jewellery
handcrafted in London.
07967 587 548

www.desirefair.com
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Holly Suzanna Clifford
www.hollysuzannacliﬀord.com

Holly creates wearable art,
celebrating the curious attraction
we have to plants and the
natural world. Using metals and
resins, she combines traditional
and modern skills; developing
innovative collections.
07896 740 107

38

Alexandra Aurum

www.alexandraaurum.com

Alexandra’s distinctive
handmade jewellery combines
gold and silver with carefully
selected precious stones that
she sets into textural ring
designs. Bespoke commissions
are available.
0790 100 111 9

39

Suzy Grimshaw

www.suzygrimshaw.com

Suzy’s work is both classic and
contemporary. Silk is woven into
the internal voids of silver forms
adding colour and pattern.
07545 878 703

40

Leoma Drew

www.leoma-drew.com

Leoma incorporates motifs
with solid shapes and stone
setting for an abstract and
contemporary aspect. The black
and white eﬀect is contrasted
with bright and unusually cut
stones that complement each
other perfectly.
07825 086 327

www.desirefair.com
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MH Goldsmith

www.mhgoldsmith.uk

Opposing colours, textures
and forms set with interesting
coloured gemstones are the
hallmark of this continental
trained jeweller now based in
Somerset.
0743 7906327

42

Ellis Mhairi Cameron
www.ellismhairicameron.com

Ellis Mhairi Cameron is a
Scottish fine jeweller. Ellis
uses traditional techniques
and skills to create sculptural
gold jewellery inspired by her
Scottish heritage.
07733 466 732

43

Kara Jewellery

www.karajewellery.co.uk

Modern, simple designs with
Charlotte’s distinctive signature
style celebrating the stunning
textures and feel of tree bark.
Each piece begins its life in wax
and can be tailor-made just
for you.
07973 955 994

44

Lisa Marie Designer
Goldsmith

www.designergoldsmith.co.uk

As a private goldsmith, Lisa
Marie designs unique jewellery
ranges and takes personal
commissions. She is also
skilful at capturing the essence
of memorable moments by
remodelling and transforming
sentimental pieces.
07979 924 783

www.desirefair.com
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Deborah Kelly-Hopkins
www.dkhjewellery.co.uk

Woking in silver and gold with
details of diamonds. My designs
incorporate organic texture and
contrasting finishes, creating
modern timeless collections
of jewellery. My newest pieces
combine silver and gold.
07957 159 018

46

Jessica Jue

www.jessicajue.com

Jessica creates contemporary
hand raised sculptural
silverware and jewellery. She
explores the themes of balance
and harmony. The fluidity of
form allows a visual narrative to
pass between all her pieces.
07447 563 544

47

Claire Acworth Jewellery
www.claireacworthjewellery.co.uk

Claire is a designer and maker
of contemporary silver jewellery.
Influenced by nature, her work
is organic and sculptural. She
uses semi-precious stones or
simple found objects such as
pebbles, or sea-glass.
07765 251 531

48

Francesca Marcenaro
www.francescamarcenaro.com

Francesca Marcenaro makes
handmade, organic jewellery
inspired by fairytales and
nature. Her signature is ‘Glass
Granulation’ that gives an
unusual, charming sparkle on
the surface of her pieces.
07807 417 588

www.desirefair.com
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Cloudberry Designs
www.cloudberrydesigns.com

Working from her Cambridge
studio, Jackie designs and crafts
unique, elegant, contemporary
jewellery pieces using silver,
gold, gemstones and enamel,
inspired by natural and
design forms of Scandinavia.
Commissions welcome.
07890 193 252

50

LeSter Jewellery
www.le-ster.com

‘Light through the Grey’
combines the graphics of pop
art with the natural explosion
of firework; a play of positive
and negative space, colour and
movement. Easy to wear, pops
of colour, a reminder to ‘light up
the sky’.
07818 414 209

51

Beth Gilmour Jewellery
www.bethgilmour.com

Beth Gilmour specialises in
making beautiful gem-set fine
jewellery. All Beth’s pieces are
made by hand by her in her
workshops and feature her
botanical filigree motifs.
07950 021 285

52

Andrea Eserin Jewellery
www.andreaeserin.co.uk

Beautifully designed delicate
jewellery in precious metals
with gemstones, beads and
gorgeous recycled fabrics.
07799 413 402

www.desirefair.com
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53

Charlie High Designs
www.charliehigh.com

Nature inspired pieces in
precious and base metals and
semi-precious stones. Applied
texture represents natural
surfaces, such as spores on a
fern frond, and casting mimics
the form in metal.
01273 674 511

54

Eileen Gatt

www.eileengatt.co.uk

Jeweller and silversmith Eileen
Gatt is based in the Highlands.
She is most renowned for her
stylised animal forms; magically
they capture the character
of each creature without
compromising the wonderfully
simple aesthetic.
07958 162 806

55

Cathy Newell-Price
Jewellery

www.cathynewellprice.co.uk

Contemporary jewellery
reflecting botanical forms and
themes and other expressions
of the countryside. Made by
hand in silver with colour from
enamel and touches of gold.
07906 434 680

56

Errin Chenoa Quinn
www.errinchenoaquinn.com

Working from her London
based studio, Errin designs
and meticulously hand makes
contemporary silver and gold
jewellery inspired primarily
by modern architecture and
geometry.
07595 986 733

www.desirefair.com
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Jewellery Mountain by
Hewaida Ramly
www.jewellerymountain.com

Hewaida Ramly’s approach to
jewellery making is enriched by
her architectural background
and influence of art. Her work is
characterised by capturing the
beauty and wonder of nature
occasionally embellished with
very old, rare stones.
07775 823 227

58

Alyson Green

www.alysongreenjewellery.com

Alyson designs and hand
makes all the jewellery in her
collections and is pleased to
present the new ‘Hidden Letters’
collection of striking unisex
rings. Come and try one on…
0777 593 49 31

59

Amy Morel-Berthier
www.amymorel-berthier.com

Exclusive statement jewellery in
precious metals, handmade in
London and inspired by history,
mythology and nature.
07960 529 484

60

Lizzie Kershaw Jewellery
www.lizziekershaw.co.uk

Beautiful handmade silver and
gold jewellery. All the pieces
are inspired by natural forms,
plants and flowers. The work is
contemporary, sculptural and
elegant.
0781 377 62 74

www.desirefair.com
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61

Naomi Tracz

www.naomitracz.com

Naomi Tracz works principally
with silver, gold and semiprecious stones. She enjoys
experimenting with contrasts of
light and texture, always striving
for simplicity of line and form.
07970 835 939

62

Bea Jareno

www.beajarenojewellery.com

Bea’s pieces are minimal,
asymmetrical, graceful and she
is proud to create outstanding
one of a kind pieces of
contemporary jewellery from
her studio in South Wimbledon,
London.
07830 159 745

63

Gallardo & Blaine Designs
Ltd
www.gallardoblainedesigns.co.uk

Handmade English jewellery in
silver and copper set with semiprecious stones.
07751 170 073

64

Rosy Gounaris-Milner
www.rosygounarismilner.com

Rosy Gounaris-Milner uses
gold and silver, together with
precious and semi-precious
colourful faceted stones,
to create imaginative, oneoﬀ jewellery pieces for the
discerning individual.
07597 880 757

www.desirefair.com
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65

Tanja Ufer Jewellery
www.tanja-ufer.co.uk

Tanja’s work focuses on
individual silver and gold
jewellery with unusual
gemstones. The often structural
pieces are lightened by the
vibrant colour of the gemstones
and the find gold Kumboo.
07720 973 473

66

Ruth Mary Jewellery
www.ruthmary.com

Ruth Mary hand stitches her
lace designs to perfection
before they are recreated in sold
precious metal. You can even
feel each stitch; a legacy of the
original lace.
0247 626 3707

67

Samuel Waterhouse

www.samuelwaterhouse.co.uk

Contemporary jewellery and
silverware inspired by antiquity.
07738 864 746

68

Maria Helena Spector
Jewellery
www.mhspector.co.uk

Maria designs and makes
limited edition jewellery
with handcut semi-precious
gemstones, mainly sourced from
Peru and using her handmade
sterling silver, silvered lava and
gold plated beads.
020 7263 3634

www.desirefair.com
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69

Sally Ratcliffe

www.sallyratcliﬀe.co.uk

Unique silver and gold jewellery
handmade by Sally in her
Sheﬃeld workshop.
07928 418995

70

Michele

www.michelewhite.com

Michele believes that her
methods of handmaking
jewellery allow her imagination
full reign; coupled with her
knowledge of gemstones this
ensures the most delightful
range of work - a feast for the eye.
07801 418 217

Follow us:
CraftInFocus and DesireFair
Follow us:
@CraftInFocus
Follow us:
CraftInFocus

www.desirefair.com
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Craft In Focus
EVENT CALENDAR 2018
RHS Garden Wisley
3-7 May

Brooklands Museum
17-19 August

RHS Garden Hyde Hall
24-27 August

Sevenoaks
19-21 October

Crowthorne
26-28 October

Winchester
2-4 November

RHS Garden Wisley
21-25 November

www.desirefair.com
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Exhibitor

Stand No

Agneta Bugyte ............................................................. 19
Alexandra Aurum ....................................................... 38
Alison Bradley ............................................................. 31
Alyson Green............................................................... 58
Amy Morel-Berthier ...................................................59
Ana Verdun ...................................................................25
Andrea Eserin Jewellery and Accessories .........52
Annakin Silver ............................................................ 26
Art Gemelli ....................................................................35
Bea Jareno .................................................................... 62
Beth Gilmour Jewellery............................................. 51
Brian Eburah ................................................................27
Cathy Newell-Price ..................................................... 55
Charlie High Designs ................................................ 53
Claire Acworth .............................................................47
Cloudberry Designs .................................................. 49
Danny Ries ....................................................................18
Deborah Kelly-Hopkins ............................................45
Eileen Gatt.....................................................................54
Elizabeth Everett Jewellery Design ......................05
Ellis Mhairi Cameron ................................................ 42
Emily Nixon .................................................................. 09
Emma Keating Jewellery ..........................................03
Errin Chenoa Quinn ...................................................56
Francesca Marcenaro ............................................... 48
Gallardo & Blaine Designs Ltd.............................. 63
Helen Brice Designs .................................................. 13
Holly Suzanna Cliﬀord ..............................................37
Jessica Jue .................................................................... 46
Jessica Noble Design................................................ 29
Jewellery Mountain by Hewaida Ramly .............. 57
Joanne Gowan Designer Jeweller ........................ 24
Jonathan Deer ..............................................................33
Jonathan Lerer ............................................................ 20
Josef Koppmann.......................................................... 12
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Julia Lloyd George ..................................................... 08
Kara Jewellery ..............................................................43
Kate Lewis .................................................................... 06
Lavan Designer Jewellery ....................................... 30
Leoma Drew................................................................. 40
LeSter Jewellery ..........................................................50
Lisa Marie Designer Goldsmith............................ 44
Liz Tyler Designs ........................................................ 22
Lizzie Kershaw Jewellery ........................................ 60
Maria Helena Spector Jewellery........................... 68
Mark Nuell ..................................................................... 15
Martyn Pugh ................................................................. 01
MH Goldsmith.............................................................. 41
Michele ..........................................................................70
Naomi Tracz .................................................................. 61
Naturata Design ......................................................... 02
Nb Ng Jewellery ........................................................... 21
Peter & Sandra Noble .............................................. 32
Polly Gasston Goldsmith ......................................... 16
Quo Vadis ...................................................................... 14
Rosy Gounaris-Milner .............................................. 64
Ruth Mary Jewellery.................................................. 66
Sally Ratcliﬀe .............................................................. 69
Samuel Waterhouse ..................................................67
Sarah Herriot Design..................................................11
Serena Fox ....................................................................23
Simone Micallef, Designer Jewellery ................. 34
Sue Lane Jewellery..................................................... 10
Suzy Grimshaw .......................................................... 39
Tanja Ufer ..................................................................... 65
Teresa Samson ........................................................... 04
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Xuella Arnold Jewellery ............................................07
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The Contemporary

RHS Garden

WISLEY
3 - 7 May

• 200 exhibitors
• 30 demonstrating exhibitors
• Live music on a central stage
• Artisan food exhibitors
Craft Fair held within the Garden
Normal admission charges apply
Free Garden entry for RHS Members
Last entry 1 hour before closing
9am – 6pm Thursday to Sunday
9am – 5pm Monday
(Garden open until 6pm daily)

www.craftinfocus.com T: 01622 747325
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